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Kissinger-Genoud axis
plans autumn bloodbath
by Nancy Coker

The

Executive Intelligence Review has received information

that a terrorist bloodbath is being planned in the Middle East,

at vehicular homicide during the past year, two of them
during September of 1982.

involving the possible murder of American soldiers in Le

It is the evaluation of EIR's editors that this policy-a

banon. According to our sources, the atrocity will be played

policy of "kill, kill, kill"-is the one option open to the

as a "vendetta" for the Oct. 9 terrorist attack on the Rome

international oligarchical families behind former U.S. Sec

Synagogue, and U.S. Marines stationed in Beirut are to be

retary of State Henry Kissinger, as long as they are deter

caught in the imbroglio. In addition, security experts report

mined to reject the LaRouche approach of renegotiating the

that two lists of leading political figures targeted for near

unpayable Third World debt which an ever-growing number

term assassination have been drawn up, one of government

of Ibero-American leaders have backed in recent weeks. The

figures and a second list of non-government leaders.

recent apparent shift to a softer, hands-off approach to debtor

On the list of government leaders is Mexican President
Jose L6pez Portillo, who nationalized Mexico's banking sys

nations, voiced by Kissinger himself during a Sept. 20-21
meeting in Washington, is simply a bid for time.

tem on Sept. 1, and exactly one month later at the United

What is being planned is a re-run, on a far vaster and

Nations, defined the necessity for a New World Economic

more reckless scale, of the spate of government overthrows,

Order in the face of demands by the International Monetary

murders of heads of state, wars, and terrorist attacks that

Fund for genocidal reductions in living standards in the de

were provoked during the mid-1970s to prevent the consoli

veloping sector in order to pay the latter's debts. Also includ

dation of an international economic growth policy, as clearly

ed on this "hit list" is Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak,

set forth by the Non-Aligned summit meeting in Sri Lanka in

whose nation is at the center of the potential for a peaceful

August 1976. Henry Kissinger, as EIR recently documented

settlement of the Middle East conflicts based on economic

in detail, was deeply implicated in that tragic series of events,

development.

including the judicial murder of Pakistani President Bhutto,

High on the second list reported by the security experts

the ouster of the presidents of India and Sri Lanka, the Le

are EIR founder Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., the renowned

banese civil war, and the 1978 assassination of former Italian

economist, and his wife, West German political figure Helga

Prime Minister Aldo Moro.

Zepp-LaRouche. According to the information received, the
two LaRouches, both well known internati0nally as leaders

Middle East terrorist assets

in the conceptual development of the New World Economic

At the Sept. 20-21 meeting at Georgetown University'S

Order, have been marked for assassination, possibly during

Center for Strategic and International Studies, Kissinger stat

the Oct. 20-21 founding conference of the "Club of Life" in

ed that "the imposition of International Monetary Fund con

Rome. Mrs. LaRouche has been the victim of three attempts

ditionalities may be a cure worse than the disease." But while
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the mouth was offering "reasonableness" to an audience
which, Kissinger hopes, will include such nations as Brazil,
the hands and feet were moving in another direction.
The recent holocaust in Lebanon, where thousands of
Palestinian civilians were murdered by Falangists under the

tors" to the radical Arab cause.
The French press has documented Abu Nidal's connec
tions to Genoud and international terrorism. A March 1982
series in the Paris daily

Le Monde

on the arrest of Swiss

terrorist Bruno Breguet linked Breguet to Genoud and to

eyes of the Israeli occupying army, and the "retaliatory"

"Carlos," the international terrorist operative who has worked

brutal attack on the Synagogue of Rome Oct. 9, can both be

for Abu Nidal's network. A series in the August

traced back to deployable "wetworks" assets of Kissinger

de Paris

and his backers. EIR counterintelligence has determined that

Quotidien

states that Abu Nidal is both funded and controlled

by Genoud.

one of the masterminds of this network is a Swiss banker and

Abu Nidal and his Khomeini-allied terrorists attempted

terrorist controller named Fran<;ois Genoud, a former mem

to assassinate Shlomo Argov, Israel's ambassador to Great

ber of Hitler's Abwehr. Collaborators of this supranational

Britain, in June, the pretext for Ariel Sharon's invasion of

network include Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon; Kis

Lebanon. Since the beginning of this year, Arafat and his

singer and his successor Alexander Haig; British Foreign

Fatah wing of the PLO have denounced Abu Nidal for per

Secretary Francis Pym and his predecessor Lord Carrington;

petrating terrorism against Jews in Europe, explicitly stating

the Assad ruling family in Syria; and a British-controlled

that Israel would use the attacks as a pretext for the destruc

faction of Soviet intelligence.

tion of Lebanon.

Preparing the ground for a "vendetta," Sharon and others

The immediate target of Sharon's plan for a renewed

in the Israeli government blamed the Rome atrocity, in which

Lebanon crisis is President Reagan's Middle East peace plan,

one child was killed and three dozen people were wounded,

which would, if put into effect, curtail Sharon's territorial

on Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Y asser Ara

expansion plans by confederating the Israeli-occupied West

fat. But in an unusual message to Italy's chief rabbi Elio

Bank to Jordan.

Toaff, the Rome representative of the PLO decried the attacks
as "an aberrant manifestation of anti-Semitism against our
Jewish brothers, only guilty of being Jews."

The U.S.S.R. and Britain
Both British and Soviet intelligence are capitalizing on
Sharon's drive for a bloodbath. Sources report that the Israeli

The Genoud connection

defense minister recently held a secret rendezvous with an

In fact, the methods used by the self-professed "PLO

official of Soviet military intelligence on the island of Cyprus

Red Brigades" group which carried out the Rome attack

to discuss triggering a new Mideast crisis in their mutual

indicate that they were deployed either by the Palestinian

interest-to disrupt the Reagan peace plan.

terrorist Abu Nidal, a leader of the anti-Arafat faction, or by

The British are also encouraging Sharon in his wrecking

Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi, both of whom were

operation. To set the stage for the British reasserting them

trained and continue to be supported by the neo-Nazi Inter

selves as the powerbrokers in the region, British Foreign

national of Fran<;ois Genoud.
Genoud helped to reconstitute large sections of the Nazi

Secretary Francis Pym traveled to Syria and then Egypt Oct.
9. While in Damascus, Pym struck a deal with Syrian Presi

apparatus in clandestine form after World War II, under the

dent Hafez Assad, who emerged from the meeting saying

umbrella of the European-based Malmo International (see

that Europe holds "effective cards" in the search for Middle

EIR,

East peace. Assad's interest in playing along with Britain and
Sharon to wreck the Reagan Plan lies in the secret territorial

April 20, 1982). During the early 1950s he turned up in

Cairo in the company of the notorious Otto Skorzeny, the SS
officer who "rescued" Mussolini from the Allies during the

arrangement he has discussed with Sharon. In this plan, Israel

war. Through the Malmo Internatjonal, the Nazi apparatus

would return the Golan Heights to Syria and allow Syria to

maintains extensive control over sections of the Lebanese

control northern Lebanon in exchange for continued Israeli
control over the West Bank, Gaza, and southern Lebanon.

Falange, a movement set up in imitation of Hitler's Nazis
during the 1930s, and its ostensible enemies, the radical left

Arab journalists report that Pym and Assad agreed that

wing of the Palestinian movement. Genoud generously bank

Syria should viciously attack Arafat for meeting in Jordan

rolls terrorists of all political colors.
Qaddafi was trained in Spain in the 1960s by associates

with King Hussein the week of Oct. 11, to discuss the Reagan
Plan and possibilities of confederation. Assad's Information

of Colonel Skorzeny and put into power in Libya in 1969

Minister Iskandar Ahmed scored Arafat for dealing with the

with the aid of the Propaganda-2 Freemasonic lodge which

moderate King Hussein and obliquely threatened to unleash

has been discovered by Italian authorities to have run the Red

the radical, Syrian-linked wing of the PLO against Arafat.

Brigades and the kidnap-murder of Aldo Moro. On Oct. 9,

The Reagan Plan would be severely disrupted should Arafat

the same day as the Rome slaughter, following a strategy

and Hussein fail to reach an agreement.

/

session with aides, Qaddafi declared that Libyan hit squads

According to Arab intelligence sources, Syria may go so

will soon be sent around the world to "track down opponents

far as to deploy its Palestinian radical thugs in a terrorist hit

and liquidate them." Among the probable targets are Mubar

on' Israel from Jordan, to give Sharon the opportunity to

ak and Saudi King Fahd, both denounced by Libya as "trai-

attack King Hussein and the Reagan Plan at the same time.
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